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Tektite 1, 1969

In the Spring of 2013, Themodelingagency took up residency in a marine research station which
had hosted a significant series of studies for NASA in the early 1970’s. Our objective was to utilize
the methodologies of experimentation and data collection employed in conducting that original
research in the service of art production.
The Virgin Islands Ecological Research Station (VIERS) is located on the remote South
side of St. John, in the U.S. Virgin Islands,
within the boundaries of the National Park.
The facilities were built to support the1969
TEKTITE project, an experiment in the
feasibility of undersea living and working,
envisioned as a model for conducting research in space. While submariner scientists
conducted research on the sea floor, a NASA
funded study evaluated their physiological
and psycological well being. Themodelingagency investigated both the NASA funded
behavioral study, as well as the research that
these ‘aquanauts’ were pursuing while living
in an undersea habitat. One of the research
projects which was never undertaken was
to monitor the effect of colored light on the
submarine ecology. Themodelingagency
took advantage of the opportunity to complete
this initiative as the basis for its own primary
research while at VIERS.
In creating a kind of parallel re-enactment, Themodelingagency offers a consideration of the context and contingencies of how knowledge is produced.

Tektite : reﬂux, 2013

Initially, paintings were made of selected diagrams from the original TEKTITE researcher’s findings.
A specially designed painting device was fabricated to allow the production of one painting to affect
the outcome of another.
A diagram from the submariner scientists’ work was first painted on the lower panel. With it still
wet, a graph from the NASA observers’ behaviorial studies was reproduced above. This was
achieved by tilting the device in such a way as to allow a line of viscous paint to recreate the principal results line of the graph.
Reproducing the results from the NASA observers research affected the forms of the diagrams
from the undersea scientists’ still fluid results below. Following are images of the original graphs
and their corresponding reproductions:

Comparative Narcotic Effects of N2O2N2 NE on MentalFunction (NumberofTaxaofRBGAlgaeFound),
oil on canvas, 58” x 58”

Peripheral Visual Field Changes After Continuous OxygenExposurePercent (FrequencyofSizeClassesoalimedaincrassata), oil on canvas, 58” x 58”

Heart Rate ResponsestoActiveStandingAfterOxygenExposure (ProportionofPeakAttenuatedandPeakScatteredLight), oil on canvas, 58” x 58”

Heart rate response:

Narcotic effects:

The Observer, oil on canvas, 58” x 58”

Visual ﬁeld changes:

Marine Lab Furniture was designed and fabricated from materials of ready availability and with a
consideration toward maintenance in a marine lab
setting. In addition, all of the funiture collapses
for ease of portability.

Observervation device, PVC pipe, steel chain, video camera, color gel

Active standing chair, PVC pipe, glue, color gel

Recliner, PVC pipe, ﬁberglass reinforced marine grade plywood

Manifold, PVC, nylon rope, plastic tubing,glue, pulley

Drawings, schematics and drafts were produced to envision and later document progress.

Technical Illustrations, ink, tape and colored gel on glassine,
21” x 24”

A video document was produced as a visual exposition of the project’s findings.
The video can be viewed at: https://vimeo.com/100347186

Stills from the video: Report from VIERS, Spring 2013

THEMODELINGAGENCY is devoted to exploring “modeling” as a key element in contemporary art practice.
Recognizing that one of the limiting factors in rational inquiry lies in the fact that there are questions for which there
are no reasons to ask, we employ methodologies of modeling to recreate physiological and psychological phenomena with the hope of providing some answers that may throw these questions into relief. The results of these efforts
are presented through curated events, published articles, and collaborative productions.
We are a revolving group of artists, curators, researchers, and writers. The Modeling Agency was founded by Christopher James and Nick Herman.

Nick Herman is an artist and writer based in Los Angeles. His work has been exhibited both nationally and internationally. His solo exhibition in 2011 at LA><ART in Los Angeles accompanied the publication of his ﬁrst novel
FATLAND. He has an MFA in sculpture from Yale University and a BA in religious studies from Macalester College. Since 2003 Herman has designed and published independent artist books under the imprint ANTEPROJECTS.
A co-founder of the collaborative interdisciplinary group THE MODELING AGENCY, his visual art and research
have been reviewed in multiple magazines and newspapers including The New York Times, Artforum, Art Review,
The Village Voice and Art News. Herman was a 2011 artist-in-residence at The Chinati Foundation in Marfa, Texas.

Christopher James is an artist, writer and exhibition curator. He has been published in Cabinet, artUS, and XTRA Journal of Contemporary Art, where he has written about the unique conditions of art production in Southern
California. His artwork has been exhibited in New York at The Kitchen, Brooklyn Museum, Whitney at Altria,
SAUCE; Internationally at the Museo San Telmo, San Sebastian, Magasin 3, Stockholm and Gasworks, London as
well as numerous sites and galleries in Los Angeles. He was educated at Colgate University, Hamilton, New York,
and the San Francisco Art Institute and was awarded a Joan Mitchell grant to attend the residency program at the
Atlantic Center for the Arts. In 2010 he produced artwork as a guest of the Hotchalpine Forschungsstation Jungfraujoch, a high altitude research station located at 11,400 feet in the Swiss Alps.
More information can be found at:
http://themodelingagency.net/

